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North face arctic parka 3

© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiary Slip it on &amp; feel amazing MERINO WOOL CLOTHING Slip it on &amp; feel amazing MERINO WOOL CLOTHING The North Face Arctic II is robust and impenetrable for time. The removable hood has a fashionable faux fur frill, giving the jacket a
classic winter jacket look. It is insulated with a thick 550 filling. This candidate weighs 2.8 pounds and is one of the toughest models we've tested. Performance comparison A classic parka-style winter jacket with faux fur frill around the hood, 550-charge insulation and waterproof exterior - all for a
reasonable price! Arctic Park II has done a stand-up job against the competition, especially when it comes to durability. Photo: Bevan Waite Heat Arctic II is isolated with a sufficient amount of 550 to fill the goose down. We stayed warm and comfortable in the freezing temperatures. When the thermometer
took a further note, we began to feel the cold seeping into our arms. Arctic II isn't as warm as jackets like Arc'teryx Seyla Park. But its dense, outer fabric does an excellent job of keeping cold air in windy or stormy conditions. And our hands froze in our pockets. It's small or without the insulation around
them. Although they are coated with microfleece, we could quickly feel the cold air through them. Lining the fleece on both sides helped, but it was disruptive obvious there wasn't enough down our hands. Nylon cuffs on the sleeves keep the cold air and precipitation out and help keep warm. Adding inner
nylon cuffs to your winter jacket really makes a difference in cold weather. Jackets that did not have handcuffs had difficulty keeping warm air and cold air outside. We also noticed in stormy weather internal foxes did a great job in keeping precipitation out. Photo: Bevan Waite Hood has a moderate
amount of insulation. This kept us much warmer in cold weather than jackets without insulation in the hood. Faux fur frill helped. Artificial or real fur does a great job of catching warm air and keeping cold air out. This model has done a great job in wet weather, and it is also conduci to budget. Photo: Liz
Williamson Resistance time This is a bomber jacket for sloppy weather, especially if you're on a budget. Outer cotton and nylon face fabric cover the waterproof DryVent layer. The combination blocks water and wind, and remains solid and airy. When we're out for a long time in the rain and snow, we
never worry about being wet. Isolated by a comfortable 550-charge, Arctic II eathed us as temperatures began to drop. The dense and durable outer shell did a great job in blocking cold temps and strong winds. Photo: Bevan Waite Clumsy sizing prevented this jacket from being very comfortable. Our
standard size is too tight in the shoulders, and the next size has swamped us. No option is a joy to wear. also heavy and feels a little stiff. Nevertheless, we stayed warm enough to be happy, and some beautiful, soft details helped. Pockets lined with microfleece are soft, although they do not do much to
protect against cold air. The collar is a bit stiff when we buttoned it to the end - almost to the point where we were very uncomfortable. Luckily, the more we wore it, the more the collar relaxed. The beard material was pretty stiff the first few times we wore the jacket. We had to break it up a little bit before it
was pleasant to zip all the way up. Photo: Bevan Waite Weighing 2.8 lbs, Arctic Parka II is not a light jacket. We've also grown this year. It feels like he's got a lot of jackets, especially in the chest area. On the plus side, the extra room allowed us to wear an extra layer underneath, although we would prefer
that the jacket fit better. The hood on arctic jacket II was satisfying in capturing heat and keeping the cold air out. Although it wasn't as high quality as the real fur creases on canada goose jackets, we were still pleased. It was also quite elegant! Photo: Bevan Waite Style Rests mid-thigh, Arctic II has the



potential to be very fashionable, and don't get us wrong, it has a nice look. The only problem we have is the size of the coat. Poor fitness makes for sloppy style. Our usual size is too small. When we're the size up, the jacket is almost boxy looking around our chest and waist. This left us shapeless, despite
having an elastic band at the waist. We liked the smooth exterior of Arctic II. There are not many external seams that interrupt the effect, and the cotton/ nylon fabric has a subtle matte finish. The faux fur frill around the hood offers extra warmth and even better style. Thumbs up to it! The durability of
Arctic II Park is one of the most durable jackets we've tested. The very durable outer shell has a nylon/polyester blend of face fabric and is waterproof, windproof and breathable. Over the course of several months we tested it, we did not have any problems with rips or snags on the outer fabric. Thick outer
shell and minimal seams do not give feathers much space to escape. Arctic Park II is waterproof, windproof and airy. This is the main feature of this model. We came out on sunny, windy days, as well as stormy weather, to test each of these features. For a price, it's better than expected. Since we last
examined this jacket, The North Face has added more micro-padded fleece to the pockets. Now line the palm and back of the hand instead of just one. This made all the difference, especially since there is a thin insulation on the outside of the pockets. A simple but prized feature, microfleece-lined
pockets really make a difference in cold weather. Jackets that only had nylon on the inside didn't help keep our hands warmer Time. Ove Ove we had a soft, cozy lining, but we wish there was insulation between the pockets and the front of the jacket. Photo: Bevan Waite There is an internal media pocket
with zipper, perfect for storing keys or cell phones. The main zipper on the jacket is a two-way access with both ends. This also helped with mobility, although we did not need it because the jacket only reached the middle of the thigh. The sleeves have nylon cuffs on the wrist. We loved how easy it was to
separate the hood and faux fur faux fur on the Arctic jacket. Value This jacket is an excellent option for someone looking for a winter coat that can cope with cold temperatures and wet weather - all at a reasonable price. It wasn't the cheapest jacket we test, but for all it offers, it's a good deal. We found
this jacket elegant, but we were disturbed by its size and construction. We decided to order a size larger than for the last review because we wanted more room in our shoulders and arms. We got it, but then there was too much extra material in the chest and middle part. The inner elastic waistband did a
good job in adding shape to this coat, but in time it could lose elasticity. Photo: Bevan Waite Conclusion We were impressed by the functionality of North Face Arctic Park II, but we are frustrated by its size. Before buying this jacket, we recommend that you look at the size table or go to the store to try it
out. We just couldn't find a size that fit well. Otherwise, it is incredibly waterproof and windproof. When we hooked him, we didn't mind being out in cold and stormy weather. For a price, this jacket offers great protection from winter weather, and still has a somewhat elegant look. We can't deny how much
we love the faux fur frill around the hood, which gives the jacket an authentic winter jacket vibe. Vibe.
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